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Introduction
Davin Heckman
In the year 2000, I encountered Rhizomes as a place where anything could happen. Working for Ellen Berry and
Carol Siegel, I found something that was far beyond what I’d learn to expect from scholarship. Yes, it was
demanding and the ideas were diﬃcult to keep up with, but the application and the attitude was playful, chaotic,
experimental, risky. And that’s how Ellen and Carol coached me: Work with an author, figure out an interesting way
to present the work. Within a few months (and some creative pushing from Jason Nelson), I was reading all kinds of
strange stuﬀ and trying to convert into images, sounds, and interactive texts.
A decade and a half later, working with Talan Memmott on a course for UnderAcademy College
(https://underacademycollege.wordpress.com/), I found myself once again in that same cognitive zone: Flooded
with stimulating input, playing with interesting people, and making it up as I am carried by the current. It seemed
natural to propose a team-up between Rhizomes and UnderAcademy College.
As you will undoubtedly notice, this journal issue is weird. Rather than issue a CFP and solicit articles, this issue
began with a call for participation in an UnderAcademy course.
Following UnderAcademy’s curricular model, the seminar employed a series of prompts drafted by participants,
each generating a flow of responses.
As you will also notice, the contributions do not follow the conventional format, nor is authorship conventionally
attributed. Instead, we submit our list of contributors with the knowledge that we wrote through, with, across, and
against each other. We invite you to read with the understanding that the organizing principles might be conceptual
(as conceived in your minds or ours) and performative (as a dialogical entanglement), cohering in specific nodes,
flowing more loosely as clusters of responses, with hyperlinks cutting across these trajectories.
With respect to the individual contributions, we have tried wherever possible, to preserve distinct voices and render
subjective shifts legible, not in the interest of providing identifying marks, but in the interest of preserving the twists
and turns of parole and the space for thought that such voices open up.
And, thus we have Rhizomes 32: “*Meme Culture, Alienation Capital, and Gestic Play,” edited by Talan Memmott
and Davin Heckman.
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Beyond Critique and Information Art. He also recently co-edited Electracy: Gregory L. Ulmer’s Textshop
Experiments, and he has edited and introduced and published six new editions of Bob Brown’s Roving Eye Press
experimental poetry books. Under the pseudonym, dj readies, he also published Intimate Bureaucracies with
Punctum Books. Visit Saper's readies.org reading machine. If you have books you’d like reviewed for Hyperrhiz or
Rhizomes, then send ideas to Saper; if you have ideas for book-equivalent inextricably digital projects, then please
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Orchid Tierney is a PhD candidate in English at the University of Pennsylvania. Her research is in discard studies,
media archaeology, digital humanities, and contemporary poetry and poetics. She co-edits Supplement, an annual
anthology on Philadelphia writing, and her reviews and creative work have appeared in Western Humanities
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Erik Zepka is a conceptual artist, researcher and writer working in the intersections of art, literature, science and
philosophy. His work looks at taxonomies in relation to the things we live with and are driven to create, especially
current technologies - how we order them and what roles they play socially. Materializing forms, abstracting
concretions - the space between potential and matter, category and object. This malleable framework manifests as
presentation, publication, curation, distribution and exhibition depending on the project. He has been exhibited and
collected internationally at institutions including the Tate Modern, Videographe, the Whitney Museum, the InterSociety for the Electronic Arts, Pikselfest, Chelsea College of Art, Nabi Museum, and the SFU Institute for the
Humanities, collaborating on work with artists such as Stelarc and Pauline Oliveros.
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